
The Game 1711 

Chapter 1711 Can This Be Inherited? _1 

"But is this something a child can draw?" Academician Hao suddenly asked in confusion. 

Academician Zhu and academician Zhu were also stunned. 

Yes, although it was shocking, was this really something that a child of little Qin Feng's age could draw? 

Unbelievable, or impossible? 

This was even more impressive than the childhood of the God of science. 

It must be known that the God of science had forcibly led the Western technology to be more than 50 

years ahead of the eastern technology. He had even made their country fall behind the other party by 

100 years in one era. 

What kind of feeling was this? 

It was a first-rank official of their country's ancient dynasty. He was still sitting in a carriage with a big 

knife in his hand when he went to visit a country in the West. However, he saw high-rise buildings, guns, 

and cannons, and fast-moving vehicles. 

When this first-rank official returned to the Qing Dynasty, he was depressed. 

It felt like a barbarian had suddenly entered a civilized society. The impact was too great. 

If this painting was painted by little Qin Feng, then he was really more awesome than the God of 

science. 

"What's wrong?" Qin Lin's voice was heard. He heard the movement outside and walked out. 

"Boss Qin, little Qin Feng might be even more devilish than you. Look at this picture!" Academician Hao 

exclaimed. Little Qin Feng can actually draw such a picture." 

When Qin Lin saw the picture, he suddenly realized something and hurriedly said, " academician Hao, I 

taught little Qin Feng how to draw that. I plan to make him a mechanical toy. We can even mass-

produce it in the future. 

"？？？"Zhao Moxi immediately looked at Qin Lin, his eyes still full of doubt. 

That was not what her husband had said just now. Wasn't he the sixth brother now? 

Qin Lin hurriedly ignored Zhao moyin's gaze. He had felt that something was wrong when he saw little 

Qin Feng's painting. 

At first, he thought it was academician Hao and the other two academicians who taught him, but after 

hearing what academician Hao said, it was obviously not the case. 

This made him even more suspicious, and he even guessed something. 

After all, little Qin Feng had never learned anything. He really didn't know anything. 
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Only with a hack like his could he master something he had never learned before. 

This made him think of another possibility. 

"Boss Qin, did you teach this? Then it'll make sense." Academician Hao subconsciously said after hearing 

Qin Lin's words. 

This is more like it. 

Although boss Qin had taught him, little Qin Feng's ability to draw was still impressive, but it was 

acceptable. After all, it was boss Qin. 

Qin Lin then turned to Zhao mochen and said, honey, get someone to look at this design and see if they 

can make the toy. Then, we can start a toy company. 

Zhao mochen was confused and didn't know what was going on. However, since her husband had 

instructed her to do so, she could only nod her head and discuss it with Deng Guang. 

Linlin food company was now a physical group with a lot of talents. The Human Resources Department 

received a lot of application letters every day. 

If there was a good project, the food company could quickly set up a company and allocate the staff. 

This was the confidence of a powerful person. 

Moreover, with a good project and a new company, some talents could be fully utilized. 

Otherwise, some talented people would not be able to be promoted even if their superiors could not 

change their positions. 

If you go to another department, there will be no talents in the other departments to be transferred. If 

there are talents, you won't have a chance at all. 

This was also the reason why many senior executives would jump ship when they reached a certain 

position. It was because the road to promotion was gone, or it was temporarily blocked. 

We're all here to work and earn money. There's no such thing as the relationship between a ruler and a 

subject like in ancient times. I can only be loyal to you for life. If you can't give me enough treatment and 

expectations, and if the harvest doesn't match my ability, I'll leave. 

Who wouldn't want to be able to enjoy the high-level benefits of option rewards? 

If they could keep producing new projects and setting up new companies, this would be easy to solve. 

Even if the group reached a certain size and had enough projects, this would also be easy to solve. 

That was why small companies could only struggle to survive when big groups got stronger. If they were 

noticed by big groups like Penguin, they would either be destroyed or invested in. 

In terms of talent alone, can your mind compare to the mind of a group of people at the same level? 

Linlin food company currently had such a talent reserve. 



When academician Hao found out that Qin Lin taught little Qin Feng the design plan, he wasn't that 

curious anymore. In his eyes, this was normal. 

Therefore, academician Hao and the other two left after that. 

Zhao moyin looked at Qin Lin with a scrutinizing look, which meant that he was asking what was going 

on. 

"I'm doing this for our son's good." Qin Lin explained. 

Zhao Moyu nodded when he heard this. These words were very useful to her. Therefore, he also went 

inside and picked up his mobile phone to contact Deng Guang. 

Although she didn't manage the company now, she was still in charge of the finance department. She 

was also the one who hired and appointed the finance team. Therefore, Deng guanggong answered her 

call immediately. 

Zhao mochen immediately started talking to Deng Guang about the toy company. 

Qin Lin brought little Qin Feng into the studio and closed the door. He took the design and asked little 

Qin Feng, ""Son, tell daddy, how did you draw this?" 

"When I see something shiny, I think I'll turn it into a light dot and then I'll know how to do it," little Qin 

Feng said without hesitation. 

".."Qin Lin was shocked. 

Others might not understand, but he did. 

Chapter 1712 Can This Be Inherited? _2 

His game just appeared in his mind, and most of the time, the things he got would turn into stars. 

This Qin Feng also had a system? 

Moreover, he thought of a possibility. 

However, the new version of the story of the farm had a factory module. The factory could build all 

kinds of Factory products, from civilian products to technology products. The products would become 

more and more advanced as the factory upgraded. There was even a technology store that could buy 

special technology. 

However, in the game in his mind, the factory module had not been activated, as if it had no intention of 

being activated. 

He had done some online research before, and many players said that the factory would have been 

open at this stage. 

There was no movement from him. 

Now, he could guess a possibility. The factory module could not have gone to little Qin Feng, could it? 

Heavens! 
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Little Qin Feng could inherit his things like this? 

But no matter what, this should be the truth. 

Qin Lin immediately said to little Qin Feng,"son, let me tell you something. In the future, if you draw 

again or get something, you can't show it to anyone, okay?" You can only show it to your father." 

"Why?" Little Qin Feng asked in confusion, his eyes full of curiosity. 

Qin Lin didn't know how to explain this to the child. He could only say, " or I'll let you study. If your 

mother finds one, I'll find ten for you! 

"Ah ..." Little Qin Feng immediately exclaimed and looked at Qin Lin as if he was looking at a demon. 

He had never thought that his father would be so terrifying. 

Therefore, under the persuasion of the tuition, little Qin Feng firmly remembered his words. 

Only then did Qin Lin let little Qin Feng play by himself. 

After leaving the workshop, Zhao Moyu also said to him, ""I've talked to Deng Guang. He'll bring a 

manager over in the afternoon to discuss this matter in detail. Deng Guang also said that you should 

meet him." 

"En!" Qin Lin nodded. 

Actually, Deng Guang had a hard time. He was basically in charge of the food company, so he would give 

the other party face. 

In the afternoon, Deng Guang arrived on time. Qin Lin and Zhao Moyu received him in the office. 

Deng Guang had brought a young man over. He was dressed in a suit and leather shoes, and his hair was 

neat and tidy. He was handsome and obviously looked like a domineering CEO. 

Deng Guang entered with the young man and said to Qin Lin, Mr. Qin, President Zhao, let me introduce 

you to Liu Hao. I met him in a Business School class and spent a lot of effort to poach him. I wanted to 

let him join the headquarters, but now that President Zhao has mentioned the toy company, I'll let Liu 

Hao take over the toy company first. He's capable enough to manage a company. 

"Mr. Liu, welcome to Linlin company." Qin Lin said to Liu Hao. 

Based on this, he believed in Deng Guang. After all, Linlin group had never made a mistake in judging 

people. 

Deng Guang had also been applying for high-end business management training courses. Although he 

had learned a lot of management knowledge, he was able to poach people every time. Once, he even 

poached the teacher directly to be the training Manager of Linlin group. 

He was really awesome at this point. 

Liu Hao was a little nervous when he heard Qin Lin's words. He immediately said respectfully, 

""Chairman Qin, I'll try my best. I won't let the three leaders down." 



For him, meeting the boss of Linlin behind him was more stressful than meeting the boss of Penguin, Mr. 

MA. 

Although he had never seen boss MA, he thought that this man should be more prestigious than boss 

MA in China. 

It was just that this person was very low-key. No one knew that academician Qin was the boss of the 

Linlin laboratory. 

After Qin Lin met Liu Hao, he also listened to Zhao moxiang, Deng Guang, and Liu Hao's conversation. 

He wasn't good at company management, so he didn't hear what the three of them were talking about 

because his attention was completely drawn to the game in his mind. 

In the ranch, the butcher had arrived once again. He came with a few cars, all carrying meat products. 

He knew that it was dinosaur meat. 

This was the dinosaur meat that the other party had delivered after slaughtering the giant Ford Rafal 

Dragon. 

The 7 dwarves hurried forward and began to move the dinosaur meat into the storage room. 

Qin Lin's interest was immediately piqued. He was extremely curious about the dinosaur meat. 

I just want to eat it. 

However, Deng Guang, Zhao Moyu, and Liu Hao were getting more and more excited. Zhao Moyu even 

took out the design of the mechanical toy and talked about the investment of the new company. 

He wasn't really interested in these things, so he said to the three of them, ""Let's stay for dinner 

tonight! I'll treat you guys to a meal." 

He was forcefully interrupting the conversation. 

"Chairman Qin, what are we having for dinner?" Deng Guang was immediately attracted by the offer. 

He knew that when Chairman Qin said it was a treat, he would often cook by himself. Chairman Qin's 

cooking skills went without saying. 

Liu Hao's face also showed a trace of expectation. 

He naturally knew about Chairman Qin's cooking skills. He had long been recognized as the God of 

cooking by gourmets both at home and abroad. 

It was said that the beef he made glowed, and it was so delicious that Western gourmets cried. 

It was a pity that no one in the outside world could try this kind of beef. 

I'll treat you to meat. You guys can continue talking. I'll go and prepare the meat. Qin Lin found an 

excuse and left the office to go back to the internal staff room. 



When he returned to his workshop, he entered the game with a single thought. When he arrived at the 

farm, he was surprised to see that a new dinosaur had broken out of the egg that the giant Ford Rafal 

Dragon had laid. 

Was he here to take over? 

Qin Lin smiled and walked towards the storage room. 

The dwarves had already placed the megachafar dragon's meat on a few of the platforms. 

Moreover, the meat was placed separately. There were dinosaur ribs, dinosaur internal organs, and 

dinosaur odor ... There was also the streaky dinosaur meat. 

Did dinosaurs have streaky pork? 

But the truth was as such: 

[ giant ferrafal Dragon streaky pork:[ special! ] 

[ this is streaky pork obtained after killing a giant futrafal Dragon. Not only is it delicious, but it also has a 

special effect:Deliciousness +2, taste +2, nutrition +1, energy supply +1, improving anemia +1, protecting 

internal organs +1! ] 

Qin Lin looked at the streaky dinosaur meat with a face full of amazement. 

Who would still eat pork in the future? 

It was the same streaky pork, but this dinosaur meat's deliciousness and texture were both +2. Who 

would choose to eat this? 

Most importantly, it had the effects of nutrition +1, providing energy +1, improving anemia +1, and 

protecting the internal organs +1. All of these could be used as nutrition. 

He then looked at the other parts of the Dragon. 

[ giant ferrafal Dragon hoof:[ special! ] 

[ this is the hoof of a giant Ford Raphael Dragon. Not only does it taste delicious, but it also has a special 

effect:Deliciousness +2, taste +2, chewy +2, nutrition cost +1, bone strengthening +1, beauty +1! ] 

[ giant ferrafal Dragon ribs:[ special! ] 

[ this is the rib of a giant Ford Raphael Dragon. Not only is it delicious, but it also has a special 

effect:Deliciousness +2, taste +2, nutrition +1, growth enhancement +1, growth enhancement +1! ] 

.. 

After Qin Lin read through the remarks on the various parts of the giant Ford Rafal Dragon, he sighed 

with emotion. As expected of something that was about to be eaten. 

These attributes existed only for the sake of being eaten. 

Especially the dinosaur ribs, which had the attribute of promoting growth and development. If it was 

given to children for a long time, they would probably develop even better. 



Which parent would not want to buy this? 

Qin Lin couldn't help but want to try it when he saw these remarks. 

He also decisively brought a piece of dinosaur hoof and a piece of pork rib and left the game. 

the hooves and ribs were very heavy, weighing more than 10 catties. 

Qin Lin carried the dinosaurs out of the inner area. 

The meat couldn't be cooked at home, so he could only cook it in the kitchen of the manor. 

When he saw Qin Lin carrying so much meat in, Master Lin walked up curiously and asked, ""Boss, what 

kind of meat is this? It looks very strange!" 

"Pork!" Qin Lin said with a smile. 

"..""Do you think I'll believe you, boss?" Master Lin asked, stunned. 

"Dinosaur meat." Qin Lin looked at Master Lin's doubtful words and told him the truth. 

"..""Do you think I'm an idiot, boss?" Master Lin said helplessly. Would he believe your nonsense?" 

".."Qin Lin. 

Chapter 1713 Dinosaur Paradise (1) 

"Master Lin, you don't believe that this is dinosaur meat?" Qin Lin asked helplessly. 

Sometimes it was like this, no one would believe him when he told the truth. 

" boss, don't joke with me, " Master Lin said immediately. if you think I'd believe in dinosaur meat at my 

age, then I'd rather believe that it's pork. 

".."Qin Lin didn't know what to say. 

So be it. 

As long as Master Lin was happy. 

"Master Lin, please take out all the ingredients for the herbal dish!" He added. 

Master Lin nodded and immediately went to get the materials. 

Usually, he was the head chef in the kitchen while the others assisted him. 

However, it was different now. His boss wanted to cook personally. He naturally knew how good his 

boss's cooking skills were. Other people were not qualified to help him at all. 

Master Lin often made medicinal cuisines and was very clear about the ingredients on the secret recipe 

of medicinal cuisines. Therefore, he prepared two sets of ingredients very quickly. 

Qin Lin also began to process the dinosaur meat and hooves. 
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in truth, even though the hooves of the dinosaurs had been skinned, they couldn't be pigs. This Master 

Lin actually believed that they were pigs. 

This was the first impression that was too big. 

Qin Lin took the knife and let Master Lin handle the dinosaur meat. 

The reason was very simple. He knew how to make herbal dishes, but he had never used dinosaur meat 

before. Therefore, he was not good at controlling the quality of the meat. 

This was probably his weakness. He could rely on the game system to obtain a lot of things, even a lot of 

knowledge, but there were some things that he was still like a noob. 

Everyone called him the master chef, but no one knew that he couldn't even cook egg-fried rice well. 

However, at this stage, even if he said that he didn't even know how to cook egg-fried rice, no one 

would believe him, right? 

"Yi!" Master Lin made a sound of surprise when he was processing the meat. He realized that something 

was wrong. boss, this really isn't pork. The texture and density of the meat are a little like beef, but it's 

not like beef either. Beef doesn't behave like this. 

Qin Lin didn't answer Master Lin's question. 

In any case, he just didn't believe it. 

"Boss, it's done." Master Lin quickly finished processing the dinosaur meat and handed it to Qin Lin. 

He didn't want to think about what meat it was. If the boss didn't want to say, then so be it. There was 

no need to bring up dinosaur meat to fool him. 

He wasn't a fool. How could he believe this nonsense? 

Anyway, he knew how delicious the meat would be if his boss made it. 

The boss's cooking skills were trustworthy. 

After Qin Lin took the dinosaur meat, he began to prepare the herbal dish. 

This time, he mainly made two types of medicinal cuisine. After all, the cooking method of the pork ribs 

and the pork trotters were different. 

Although the ingredients were the same, the time and heat were different, so the taste and chewiness 

of the meat would be different. 

After some time, Qin Lin also made two sets of medicinal dishes with dinosaur meat and dinosaur ribs. 

At the same time, he said to Master Lin, ""Master Lin, get someone to bring this herbal dish out. Then, 

get academician Hao and the others, as well as old Chen, to come along!" 

Chen shengfei group had been living in Linlin Manor since the end of the reform. 

Now that the group's reform was on the right track, he could control it through remote video 

conferences every day, and the company could operate as usual. 



Of course, his group had also developed after the reform. 

This was also due to Qin Lin's provocation. 

After all, Qin Lin's little brother had grown from a small villa to the current level. 

He had practically watched them all the way here. 

He felt like he was dreaming. 

In fact, the investment he made in Linlin's experiment later on had a market value that was higher than 

his entire group in a short period of time. 

This was also the most successful investment he had ever made in his life. 

Therefore, as a friend, he also wanted to make his own land bigger. 

However, the group's reform needed money. A large amount of capital support. This was also why many 

large groups could not reform and did not have the funds. 

Looking for funds outside, if they were not careful, they would be inviting a Wolf into the house. At that 

time, it might even cause an internal struggle in the group. 

Fortunately, he had managed to borrow tens of billions from the reformist group through his 

relationship with Qin Lin and his shares in the Linlin laboratory. 

There shouldn't be anything better than Linlin laboratory shares in the bank, right? 

With this money, he also completed the reform of the group. 

He had succeeded. 

This also provoked Marvin, so he was now also reforming his own group. It was just that the other 

party's reform was very troublesome, as they needed the entire economic chain company under them. 

Many of those companies didn't belong to his group, so he needed to acquire them or integrate them 

into the group. He wanted the bosses of those companies to integrate into the group and occupy some 

shares. 

Then the power structure would be very troublesome. 

"Qin Lin, what kind of meat is this herbal dish made of?" Chen shengfei came to the table and 

immediately asked when he saw the meat in the two bowls of medicinal cuisine. 

Academician Yan and the other two had also arrived. They were also looking at the two sets of medicinal 

cuisines curiously. 

Zhao mochen, Deng Guang, and Liu Hao had also arrived. They had already prepared a bowl of medicinal 

cuisine and were ready to eat. 

When they heard Chen shengfei's question, they all looked at Qin Lin and waited for his answer. 



Liu Hao was especially excited. He knew that his new boss was known as the master chef, so he had 

been looking forward to it since the beginning. Now, he was even more excited when he smelled the 

temptation of the fragrant herbal dishes. 

"Old Chen, this is dinosaur meat. Try it!" Qin Lin smiled at Chen shengfei. 

Chapter 1714 Dinosaur Paradise (2) 

When Master Lin heard this, he couldn't help but smile. The boss was here again. What a bad taste. 

There was no end to it. 

Chen shengfei also looked at Qin Lin in shock. "Qin Lin, since when did you like to joke? If you want to 

eat dinosaur meat, you'll have to research the dinosaur first." 

Chen shengfei did not get angry. Instead, he said, ""Qin Lin, I can tell even if you don't tell me. You know 

that I'm an old glutton and have eaten all kinds of meat." 

As he spoke, he picked up the bowl of soup in front of him and began to eat. 

After drinking a mouthful of the soup, he was attracted by the medicinal soup. It had been a long time 

since he had tasted such a taste. 

He really enjoyed it. 

Then, Chen shengfei picked up a piece of meat and put it in his mouth. 

In an instant, the +3 deliciousness,+3 texture, and the medicinal fragrance quickly spread in his mouth. 

In an instant, he was attracted by the deliciousness of the meat. 

He had eaten a lot of meat, and he had also eaten a lot of good meat at Qin Lin's restaurant. 

However, he had never eaten this meat before. 

Most importantly, as long as he ate meat, he could roughly tell what kind of meat it was. 

This time, he really couldn't tell what kind of meat it was. 

Academician Hao, Deng Guang, and Liu Hao nodded as they ate. The meat was really delicious. 

Liu Hao was naturally the most shocked. It was his first time eating this kind of herbal dish. 

He couldn't believe that someone could make dinosaur meat so delicious. 

No wonder this Chairman Qin was regarded as the God of cooking. 

If he wasn't a master chef, he wouldn't be able to make such delicious food. 

"Qin Lin, what kind of meat is this?" Chen shengfei asked in surprise. It's so delicious? We haven't eaten 

it before." 

The others nodded in agreement. 

"Dinosaur meat." Qin Lin said honestly. 
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No one would believe it anyway. 

"Qin Lin, don't joke around." Chen Sheng Fei immediately said. 

"Yeah, boss, how can there be dinosaurs?" unless you can research dinosaurs, " Master Lin said. only 

then can we have dinosaur meat to eat. 

The others agreed with this. Wasn't that the case? 

If they could research dinosaurs, they would have dinosaur meat to eat. 

The key was that Qin Lin had done this before. He studied what he wanted to eat. 

At this moment, a figure rushed in. It was the leader of the dinosaur research team. 

"Academician Qin, why can't I get through to you?" the other party asked as soon as he saw Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin took out his phone and saw that it was out of battery. He asked the team leader, did something 

happen in the laboratory? " 

The team leader nodded and said, " the dinosaur egg with the third gene has been developed. Also, the 

brachiopod's egg has been fertilized and is starting to hatch. Do you want to go and take a look? " 

"Has it been fertilized and hatched? Then let's go take a look!" Qin Lin nodded and followed the team 

leader out of the Linlin Manor. 

If all three dinosaur species were able to produce dinosaur eggs and were fertilized, the dinosaur gene 

research would temporarily come to an end. The rest would be left to the animal gene research experts. 

After Qin Lin and the team leader left, Chen shengfei, Master Lin, Liu Hao, and the others looked at each 

other. 

"What did Qin Lin and the others say just now?" Chen shengfei said in shock. 

the expert said that the eggs have been fertilized and hatched, " Master Lin said, embarrassed. the third 

type of dinosaur egg has been developed. 

This time, Liu Hao and the others were completely shocked. 

They actually developed dinosaurs? 

They all subconsciously looked at the meat in front of them. Could it really be dinosaur meat? 

No wonder it was different from ordinary meat. 

But that wasn't right. Didn't they just research the dinosaur egg? Dinosaurs needed a long time to grow, 

right? 

Then how did the meat come out? Could it be that they had already researched it? 

Naturally, they didn't think too much about this question. Instead, they stared at the two pots of 

medicinal cuisine. 



As long as this thing was afraid of meat, it didn't matter where it came from. The most important thing 

now was to eat it quickly. 

After all, no one had ever eaten dinosaur meat before. 

Then, the few of them picked up their bowls and began to eat. After finishing one bowl, they filled 

another. 

It was such a delicious herbal dish, and it might even be dinosaur meat. How could he get sick of it? 

Qin Lin quickly arrived at Linlin's laboratory, the area dedicated to studying dinosaurs. 

When he arrived, the animal Genetics experts gathered respectfully. The team leader also took Qin Lin 

to an experimental box. 

One could see the numerous dinosaur eggs in the box, and there was even a scanning device on top of 

it, which could scan the eggs. 

The screen at the side showed the scene inside the egg clearly. 

It could be seen that the dinosaur eggs in the experimental box had indeed been fertilized, and even the 

embryonic form of a dinosaur embryo had appeared in the eggs. 

Given enough time, these tasty dragon eggs could quickly hatch into dinosaurs. 

At that time, this would shock the world. 

Qin Lin stayed in the dinosaur gene Research Laboratory for a while before returning to Linlin Manor. 

In the manor, academician Hao, Deng Guang, Zhao Moyu, and the others were waiting. 

When Zhao mochen saw him return, he immediately went up to him and asked, ""Hubby, you really 

developed dinosaurs?" 

Qin Lin didn't hide anything. it's true. We've developed three types of dinosaurs in total. 

He didn't hide anything, but he also guessed that these people would be curious about the dinosaur 

meat used in the medicinal cuisine. Therefore, he also hurriedly changed the topic and said to Zhao 

mochen, ""Moxiao, contact Lin Lanzi and ask her to come to the laboratory to discuss the development 

of the new project." 

Zhao mochen was attracted by her words and didn't ask further. He nodded and took out his phone to 

call Lin Lanzi. 

Qin Lin naturally walked towards the laboratory on his own, not giving the others a chance to ask. 

At this moment, the others were also shocked. 

It was Liu Hao's first time coming to Linlin Manor and seeing such a thing. He was in disbelief. 

They were dinosaurs. 

Could ancient creatures even be researched into such things? 



Not long after Qin Lin returned to his office, Zhao moyin arrived with Lin Lanzi. 

"Chairman Qin, do you have any plans for the development of the scenic Area?" Lin Lanzi asked as soon 

as she entered the door. 

"Mr. Lin, I remember that there was a barren mountain that we could develop when we contracted the 

land, right?" Qin Lin asked directly. 

Lin Lanzi nodded. that's right. Most of the land that was contracted was used to open the science-fiction 

high-tech Park. Now, the projects in the science-fiction high-tech Park are slowly being completed. 

as for that barren mountain, it hasn't been developed yet. After all, we already have a fairy tale 

mountain. Moreover, fairy tale mountain is our specialty. There's no need to develop it for the time 

being. 

"Then, we'll open up that barren mountain first," Qin Lin nodded and said. 

"Chairman Qin, do you have any good projects this time?" Lin Lanzi hurriedly asked. 

there's a show, " Qin Lin said directly. just get someone to develop that mountain into the main 

attraction of the Jurassic Park. When the time comes, we'll mainly be able to view dinosaurs. 

"Ah, a dinosaur?" Lin Lanzi could not help being stunned. 

She thought her boss had some good idea, but it was about dinosaurs. More importantly, they didn't 

have any dinosaurs at all. 

Were they going to build fake dinosaur sculptures inside? 

That would be useless. No one would look at this thing. 

Then, she realized that her boss probably didn't say it casually. She asked subconsciously, ""Boss, you 

didn't develop a dinosaur, did you?" 

Qin Lin nodded with a smile. you're right. So, let's get someone to do the design? " 

Lin Lanzi was really surprised. 

He didn't expect to bring a dinosaur. 

After getting Qin Lin's reply, she left the Linlin Manor without any hesitation. When she returned to the 

office, she called for the Planning Department and the engineering Department. 

Although the design plan and construction work couldn't be done by these two departments, they still 

had to get in touch with each other. 

Soon, the construction company was contacted. When the construction company heard that they were 

going to build a Dinosaur Park, they were stunned. 

Jinglin Scenic Area was already the most famous Scenic Area in the country. Why was there a theme 

park like this? 



One had to know that there were no dinosaurs at the moment, so they could only use cement and the 

like to make fake ones! 

Chapter 1715 You Definitely Need To Apologize For This 

The construction company that Lin Lanzi found was still you city construction. 

However, you city construction was developing very well. It had already expanded to the provincial 

capital of min province. 

After all, his reputation was already there. 

The Linlin Scenic Area was their best display. 

As the Linlin Scenic Area became more and more famous, there would always be people who were 

curious about which company had built it. 

Even if no one paid attention to it, you Cheng Yi Jian would spend his own money to promote it and gain 

traffic on the internet. 

Hence, you Cheng Yi Jian's reputation was very big. 

Knowing that the Linlin Scenic Area was built by you city Yi Jian, people would naturally come to look for 

them. Even the big construction company in the provincial capital of min province could not compete 

with you city Yi Jian in some aspects. 

Take fairy tale mountain as an example. The designers had become famous because of fairy tale 

mountain, and they were all famous in the architectural design industry. 

Now, whenever they went out, they would say that they were part of the production of Linlin's fairy tale 

mountain. 

Some people saw this point and would look for them to design. At this time, no matter how big the 

company's designer was, there were no other famous designers. 

After all, the owner might just want to say, "The designer of my place is the same as the fairy tale 

mountain in the Linlin Scenic Area. 

At that time, it might be a good topic to talk about and make his friends envious. 

When they heard Lin Lanzi say that Linlin Scenic Area wanted to build a Dinosaur Park, you Chengyi's 

construction team didn't say much. After all, this was Linlin Scenic area's own business. 

However, the people from you city Yi Jian reminded him, ""Boss Lin, the dinosaurs are the key to 

dinosaur paradise. What materials are you planning to use to build the dinosaurs? Was it cement or 

algae mud? Or the special silicone material used now, with crocodile skin on the recipe, can be seen 

from a distance." 

Lin Lanzi was stunned when she heard this. She smiled and said, don't worry about that. You just need 

to build the facilities in Dinosaur Park. 

don't you want to build dinosaurs? " The people of you city Yi Jian were confused. 
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If they didn't build dinosaurs, what kind of dinosaur paradise would they be? 

However, since the people at Linlin Scenic Area had already said so, they would not question anything. 

Everything was up to the client. 

Or perhaps, they wanted to find some animal to replace dinosaurs. 

Or there were no dinosaurs at all, or it was possible that they were under the banner of dinosaurs. 

There were scenic spots that did this before. This method was called harvesting leeks. 

After that, both parties signed the contract. 

Lin Lanzi, on the other hand, was looking forward to the completion of this dinosaur paradise. 

After all, this dinosaur paradise was meant to release real dinosaurs. 

There used to be a movie called " Jurassic World ", which was about modern people developing 

dinosaurs. 

Unfortunately, modern people couldn't study dinosaurs at all. 

The so-called most technologically advanced country, the beautiful country, had also tried, but they 

couldn't even find dinosaur genes. After all, the movie about extracting genes from Amber was too 

ridiculous. 

But now, Linlin's laboratory had developed dinosaurs, which was a little unbelievable. 

For some reason, Lin Lanzi felt a little proud. After all, Linlin laboratory was a laboratory of her own 

country and the company under Linlin. She was also a senior executive in the company. 

But now, Linlin's laboratory had done something that no one in America could. 

. 

Linlin's laboratory. 

Qin Lin also came here again and met Liu Tong. 

Liu Tong's face was naturally filled with joy. 

After he sent the data of the 500 sets of research to academician Qin, he had been waiting for 

academician Qin to come up with any new insights and conclusions. 

"Academician Qin, will the data be of any help to you?" Liu Tong immediately stepped forward and 

asked. 

Qin Lin nodded and smiled. I've got a few more parameters. You can try them. 

As he said that, he also gave Liu Tong a few parameters. 

"Hurry up and check the parameters." Liu Tong immediately gave the parameters to the researcher next 

to him and ordered. 

The researcher nodded and immediately went to gather the technicians. 



Liu Tong was very curious and asked,"academician Qin, how did you calculate this data?" In our particle 

research, finding these parameters is the most difficult thing." 

Qin Lin didn't know that he had a direct result and didn't know anything about it. So, he said to Liu Tong, 

slowly study and comprehend it. You won't understand even if I tell you. 

You wouldn't understand even if I told you! 

These words stunned Liu Tong. 

Did academician Qin have to be so direct? 

However, he also knew that since academician Qin said this, it must be the truth. He really didn't 

understand, and this would affect his research. 

Therefore, he didn't ask and wasn't curious. It was a rare opportunity for him to participate in this 

experiment and help academician Qin. 

Just like what academician Qin said, he should slowly comprehend it and study hard. When his 

knowledge is rich enough, maybe academician Qin will tell him. 

It was all because he was too weak and was despised by academician Qin. 

you have to work hard. Otherwise, you'll have lived your life in vain ... Liu Tong clenched his fist and 

secretly made up his mind. 

Later on, Liu Tong published a book on particles. In the book, he said, " 

at that time, I was the top particle research expert in China, and I was always sought after and praised 

for my research. 

"At that time, I was already a little smug and thought that I was the best. That was until I met 

academician Qin. He let me know that there's always someone better." 

"Academician Qin was an existence that I couldn't reach on that day. Moreover, my knowledge couldn't 

keep up at all. The knowledge I mastered and my ability were despised by academician Qin!" 

Chapter 1716 An Apology Is Absolutely Necessary For This 

that feeling is probably the same as how I despise the apprentices that I just recruited. They are 

unfamiliar with everything and don't know anything. However, I also have to thank academician Qin. He 

let me slowly learn and understand, giving me motivation. 

it's also because of academician Qin's supervision that I, Liu Tong, have my current achievements. 

Therefore, the so-called Nobel Prize in particle science should be given to academician Qin. 

it's a pity that academician Qin is very disdainful of this. Therefore, as academician Qin's disciple, I'm 

naturally disdainful of that thing. You should know that academician Qin's achievements are 

unparalleled in history. 

"He is the real God of science." 

Of course, Liu Tong was still in Linlin's laboratory, being fooled by Qin Lin. 
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It didn't take long for the researchers to adjust the new parameters of the particle capture instrument 

and start it. 

With the activation of the particle capture device, the particle energy was quickly captured. 

Unfortunately, he still failed this time. 

However, Liu Tong noticed the abnormality for the first time, because this time, the particle capture 

instrument actually captured a trace. 

That's right, he found a particle trajectory. 

This was too unbelievable. 

This was the first time he was involved in particle research. 

"Continue trying to capture it." Liu Tong immediately shouted. 

The next moment, the particle capture device was activated again. 

Once. 

Second time. 

Three times. 

Four times. 

. 

As he studied it again and again, the trajectory became more and more obvious, and it was indeed so. 

Academician Qin's parameters were still correct. 

Liu Tong couldn't help but run to Qin Lin. 

Qin Lin was reading a book in his office. 

This laboratory was prepared for him. Even though he rarely came here, an office was prepared for him. 

He was reading a book on particle parameters research, which was written by a top particle researcher 

abroad. According to the book, this person was still doing related particle research. 

He had directly obtained the complete technology of particle beam, so he could completely understand 

some of the things in the book. He could even tell if what the other person wrote was right or wrong. 

Qin Lin had only read a little and already found many mistakes in the book. 

When Qin Lin saw Liu Tong enter, he took the book and said, this guy named Elson, his research 

direction is wrong, and he even published a book. He's made a mistake for himself and others. He's 

missed two of the particle splitting system alone, so he can't even get the real parameters ... 

Liu Tong was about to say something, but he stopped after hearing Qin Lin's words. 



He also looked at the book curiously. Then he knew who the author was. After all, there were only a few 

top scientists in the world who studied particle projects. 

This man was from the beautiful country. He was very arrogant. Back then, he even held a world 

Symposium to ridicule people like them, saying that the people of the eastern countries were still a 

desert in particle research. 

Later on, this person published this particle research book. All the laboratories around the world that 

were related to particle research had this book. It could be considered that this person had achieved 

success and fame. 

But listening to academician Qin, this person didn't do his own research well. He was in the wrong 

direction, and his understanding of many things was wrong. 

This was a little fun. 

One had to know that this person was still researching according to the theories in the book. The United 

States had even invested tens of billions of dollars and would invest more after hearing about it. 

The United States seemed to want to lead the world in the research of particle rays, and they wanted to 

pull ahead by decades. 

Now, listening to academician Qin, this was impossible. The United States 'research would even be in 

vain. 

Academician little Qin was definitely right. After all, academician little Qin's parameters were all correct. 

He had taken a step further in capturing particle energy and could already discover the trajectory of 

particle energy. 

Only then did Liu Tong remember. He said, " academician Qin, you've studied it several times again. 

You've tried to capture the energy of the particles. You can find the trajectory of the particles every 

time. This means that your parameters are correct again. 

Qin Lin naturally knew that his parameters were correct. After all, he was reading the correct answer. 

that's good, " he said. how about this, Liu Tong? you bring some people to continue the research and try 

to capture it. This time, you'll also have to give me the data. I need a sufficient amount. Also, you'll have 

to study the patterns of the data during this time. Maybe you'll find something. 

Naturally, he was trying to cover up for himself. He couldn't let these people idle. If they were idle, they 

wouldn't have time to be curious about other things. 

When Liu Tong heard Qin Lin's words, his face was filled with excitement. What academician Qin said 

must have made sense. 

Maybe he could find something in this. 

Qin Lin left after he was done fooling the people. Liu Tong, on the other hand, hurriedly asked the 

researchers to start working on the data. He couldn't wait to check the data. Maybe he wouldn't let 

down academician Qin's high hopes and would be able to make some discoveries. 



However, while his researchers were researching the data, he remembered something. That was 

academician Qin's evaluation of Elson's book. 

He turned on a computer and logged into a world-class scientific research website. 

He directly created a post and posted what academician Qin said on the internet. 

This website gathered many world-class scientists. 

Chapter 1717 An Apology Is Absolutely Necessary For This 

Elson was also one of the world's top particle research experts. The United States had just invested tens 

of billions of dollars in him, and he was the latest scientific researcher in the world. 

Therefore, as soon as Liu Tong's post was posted, it was seen by many scientific researchers. 

On the forum, comments were popping up. 

he's actually saying that Elson's research is wrong. You know, the United States has just invested tens of 

billions of dollars in him. 

who's so arrogant to say that expert Elson's research is wrong? he's the world's best particle expert. 

I've checked the ID. It seems to be from that Eastern country. 

"That Eastern country? I understand now, Elson is from the drifting country, this is really a low-end 

method." 

"Yeah, it's a little embarrassing." 

".." 

All of a sudden, the comments were filled with negative topics and contradictions. 

In the most famous particle laboratory in America, a blond man with a sharp nose was directing people 

to play with a particle capture instrument. 

This particle-capturing device was specially designed by him according to his own theory. 

Naturally, he was that Elson. 

While Elson was busy, a researcher ran in and said, " Dr. Elson, look at the world Scientific research 

Forum. Someone from an Eastern country said that your research direction is wrong. He also said that 

your research has no chance of success. 

what? " Elson was instantly enraged. open the forum and let me see. 

He was a top expert in particle research, and no one could compare to him in particle research. 

All over the world, he was the authority on particle research. That person from the eastern country had 

no results in particle research at all, and yet he dared to question him. 

This was a bit of a personal grudge, and they were specifically targeting him. The scientific community 

was playing this trick. Those people from the eastern countries were really despicable. 
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Elson quickly saw Liu Tong's comments and said with some annoyance, " reply to the other party that 

scientific research is based on strength, not mouth. Don't play such tricks on scientific research, or it'll 

be a little despicable. 

These words were not too dirty, but they were not polite when they ridiculed him. Once the comments 

came out, everyone could see that. Then, one by one, people wanted to watch a good show. Many 

people especially reposted it. 

After all, this was the world's top particle expert's mockery of the eastern country. Wasn't this a top-tier 

drama? 

Moreover, everyone here could see that the people from the eastern country were clearly wrong. 

It was unknown if someone did it on purpose, but the news quickly spread on the domestic internet. 

This also caused an uproar on the internet! 

After all, the netizens in China didn't know what had happened to Qin Lin. Some of them believed in Liu 

Tong, while some of them thought that he was just trying to please the public. 

Minister Lu also received the news very quickly. He immediately went to Liu Tong and asked, ""Liu Tong, 

what's with the news on the internet? Did boss Qin make a discovery?" 

Liu Tong also knew about what had happened on the internet, so he immediately repeated what Qin Lin 

had said, that the other party's research had made a mistake. A mistake was a mistake. So what if he 

was the world's most powerful particle expert? 

When Minister Lu heard this, he immediately said, " Liu Tong, make a post to apologize. Remember, you 

have to be sincere and express that you were wrong. Elson's research direction is correct, and you didn't 

understand it thoroughly enough. 

Liu Tong was a little dumbfounded when he heard this! 

Chapter 1718 The Scheme Succeeded! The Other Side Added Tens Of Billions Of US Dollars! 

When Liu Tong heard Minister Lu's words, he really wanted to say that he was not wrong. Moreover, 

this was what academician Qin said. 

But on second thought, a leader like Minister Lu wouldn't ask him to apologize to Elson for no reason, 

even though the other party was clearly in the wrong. 

Then, he suddenly covered his head and said in realization, " I'm sorry, Minister Lu. I seem to have done 

something very stupid. I'll immediately post an apology to Elson. 

I'll admit that I'm wrong. I can't understand teacher Elson's great conclusion, and I'll admit it with a 

sincere attitude. 

Liu Tong said decisively. 

He really felt that he had done something brainless. 
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The beautiful country had invested tens of billions of dollars in Elson's research, and there would be 

more investment in the future. Why would he stop the other party's losses? 

Wouldn't it be better to let the other party continue his research? 

Not only would the other party waste money, but they would also delay the research of laser beams. 

Therefore, Minister Lu was still Minister Lu. He was indeed a leader. 

After hearing Liu Tong's words, Minister Lu immediately said, it's good that you know. Post an apology 

and be more sincere. 

"Okay, Minister Lu." After Liu Tong hung up the phone, he recorded a video of himself without any 

hesitation and said, " 

Hello everyone, I'm Liu Tong, an expert in particle research. I'm sorry for my unauthorized comments on 

Dr. Elson's research. 

I'm really shallow. I didn't seriously study the inner workings of Dr. Elson's theory, or I don't have 

enough knowledge to realize the greatness of Dr. Elson's theory. 

after the guidance of the seniors in the Chinese Academy of Medicine, I realized my mistake and knew 

that Dr. Elson was right. So, I sincerely apologize to Dr. Elson. 

I also hope that Dr. Elson can accept my apology and even agree to go to him for further studies to 

improve my knowledge. 

His attitude was very sincere. 

Then, he immediately posted the recorded video and it quickly spread on the internet. 

The people on the internet had been paying attention to this matter and it had already become a hot 

search. 

The Elson incident had already spread on the internet. 

Therefore, Liu Tong's apology immediately caused a sensation on the internet. 

Naturally, many netizens in China were a little disappointed. After all, they had supported Liu Tong 

before. 

Who knew that he would back down now and apologize? it was obvious that he was in the wrong, but 

he still questioned others. In the end, he even embarrassed himself. He was really annoying. 

Many people were even ashamed of it and began to curse at Liu Tong. 

Naturally, there were also people who felt strange and commented curiously, " 

"Why did you apologize now when you were scolding me so enthusiastically earlier?" 

"Could he be apologizing on purpose? We can waste a lot of money by making the country beautiful." 

"Don't tell me he's going to apologize to America on purpose?" 



".." 

These comments were quickly drowned out. Naturally, there were also people who replied to these 

people, but their attitudes were very impolite. 

there's really a group of brainless fans everywhere. They'll brainlessly find reasons for everything. 

he's already apologized in person. What's there to say about doubting the top international expert? " 

"You can't be thinking that the world's number one would be educated by an unknown guy, right?" 

".." 

Naturally, Liu Tong had also noticed the comments about him on the internet. However, none of them 

had any effect on him. 

His current thoughts were very simple. He just wanted to set up the beautiful country and that Elson, so 

that the other party would be completely wrong. 

As for how the netizens scolded him, did it matter? 

ραпdα Йᴏνê|(сòm) It was fine as long as the leader knew what was going on. 

Moreover, as long as he and academician Qin developed the laser beam technology, he would be able to 

reverse the verdict. 

At that time, he would find an opportunity to discuss this matter again and let everyone know the 

reason for his apology. By then, everyone would see him as a hero. 

In the main hall of Linlin Manor, academician Hao and the other two were also discussing this matter. 

When they saw Qin Lin come in, they went up and asked, ""Boss Qin, do you know Elson? Did you see 

what happened on the internet?" 

Qin Lin nodded and said, " I saw it. That Elson's theory is wrong. The direction is wrong. The research will 

end up in vain. 

When academician Hao and the other two heard this, they also understood and said, " 

"I was wondering why Minister Lu suddenly asked Liu Tong to apologize!" 

"So this is the reason!" 

"They're all trying to set up the beautiful country." 

The three of them weren't stupid. After hearing the whole story from Qin Lin, they immediately knew 

the reason. 

They could only say that it was beautifully done. 

Naturally, Liu Tong's apology quickly spread to the foreign websites. 

After all, everyone was looking forward to seeing Liu Tong make a fool of himself or their country. After 

all, this kind of scientific questioning also reflected the current state of science in other countries in 

some ways. 



Therefore, the Western countries loved to laugh at their country. 

In a classroom of a University in America, Elson was standing on the podium and giving a lecture to the 

students. 

With the outbreak of doubts, Elson was also very popular. 

Naturally, Elson also took the opportunity to increase his popularity. 

Naturally, Elson's ridiculing counterattack also made many people in the United States feel that it was 

true, and their blood was boiling. 

They felt that the scientists in their own countries should be so hardworking. 

Chapter 1719 The Scheme Succeeded! The Other Side Added Tens Of Billions Of US Dollars!_2 

In fact, people all over the world were the same in this regard. They all hoped that their own country's 

scientists could live up to expectations. 

Some countries even hoped that their soccer teams could live up to their expectations, but it was 

useless. Their soccer teams were hopeless. 

Therefore, when they saw Elson's sarcastic and domineering reply, the United States had long had 

Elson's fans. Some people who did not know Elson before now knew him. 

It could be said that Elson had harvested a group of fans this time. 

Elson said in class, " as you all know, a scientist from that Eastern country is questioning my theory. But 

I'm the world's top particle research expert. The country has even approved tens of billions of dollars for 

me. This is undoubtedly proof for me. 

"So, what can I do in the face of such doubts? In fact, there's a lot I can do, but there's no need to do it. 

The best proof is to wait for my experimental research to succeed and let our country have the particle 

ray technology. That's the best response." 

at that time, I'm afraid that the eastern country will hope that there is a hole in the earth that can 

accommodate all of them. So, students, you must work hard. In the future, use your strength to tell the 

world how amazing our particle ray research is. 

pαпdα Йᴏνê|,сòМ His words immediately caused the students to applaud. They really felt that Dr. Elson 

was right, and their passion for scientific research was ignited. 

Seeing this, Elson's face was full of satisfaction. 

At that moment, his phone rang. He took it out and saw that it was an assistant. He immediately picked 

it up and asked, ""What happened? I'm in class." 

The assistant immediately said on the phone, " Mr. Elson, I have good news for you. The researcher from 

the eastern country has sent a video apology. The other party is obviously a dabbler. He actually 

questioned you. The particle experts in their own country can't stand it anymore. They seem to have 

given him some guidance and made him realize his mistake. 
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Elson laughed when he heard this because this was within his expectations. If the people of that country 

did not want to be embarrassed, the best way was to make the researcher apologize. 

Only an apology from the other party would be able to resolve this matter. 

send the other party's apology video to my email, " Elson said to the phone with a smile. I want to share 

it with my classmates! 

"Yes, Mr. Elson." The assistant opposite him nodded in response. 

Not long after he hung up the phone, Elson received a video, which was the video of Liu Tong's apology. 

Elson could understand Chinese. He laughed after watching the video. The guy's apology in the video 

was sincere. It seemed that he really knew his mistake. 

At this time, Elson also said to the students below, " students, let me share a video with you. It's a video 

of the apology from the researcher from the eastern country. He has deeply realized his mistake and 

that he was not knowledgeable enough. 

He then connected the video to the professor's multimedia equipment and played it. 

Soon, all the students below the stage had seen the video. Some of the students who could understand 

Chinese were even responsible for translating and letting everyone know that Liu Tong was sincerely 

apologizing. 

This also made the students 'blood boil and their blood burn. 

After all, professor Elson, whom he admired, made the researcher from the eastern country apologize. 

Didn't this mean that professor Elson was knowledgeable? 

The more they watched the video, the more excited they became. 

that's why we have to be strong, students, " Elson said proudly. we have to use our knowledge to make 

those who want to put themselves above us retreat. We have to let them know that they're just clowns. 

These words made the students even more enthusiastic in their applause. 

One of the students even asked, " professor Elson, that researcher from the eastern country said he 

wanted to study with you. He wants to learn real particle theory. Do you agree? " 

When Elson heard this, he said disdainfully, ""Is it possible that this is their strategy? The other party 

deliberately used this method to provoke me, and then used this method of apology to beg for my 

forgiveness. Does he think that he can get close to me and secretly learn my knowledge?" 

you know, the particle ray technology I'm researching is the best in the world. People from all countries 

want to learn it, but I don't give them a chance at all. Do you think I'll give this Eastern country a chance? 

" 

professor Elson, " the student said. are you going to reject the man from the eastern country? " 

yes, I refuse, " Elson nodded. and I'll make it clear to everyone that I'll clearly refuse them. 



He was a man of his word, so it didn't take long for him to call an experimental assistant and ask him to 

take a video. He made it clear that he would not give Liu Tong a chance to learn. 

This video naturally spread very quickly, causing a huge uproar. The Americans all cheered, feeling that 

their anger had been vented. 

After all, the eastern country had produced several technologies that were all targeted at them. The 

researchers in their related industries could not do anything. This time, Elson finally made them proud. 

The American government naturally saw the video, which was what they were happy to see. So, it didn't 

take long for the United States to invest tens of billions more in Elson's laboratory. 

At the same time, it would also expand the resources and manpower of Elson's laboratory. 

They wanted to help Elson develop the particle ray technology as soon as possible. 

After all, Elson had defeated the particle researchers in the eastern country. 

They didn't think about whether this was intentional or not, because they had always been proud of 

their claim to be the hegemon of science. 

This attitude made them think that Elson was the world's number one, and that was right. After all, 

Elson's progress in the research of particle rays had always been ahead of the world and was recognized 

by the world. 

Naturally, Elson's video was sent back to China very quickly, along with the beautiful best investment. 

Both Minister Lu and Liu Tong laughed when they saw the message. 

Inside the science fiction Park project, academician Hao and the other two academicians were also 

laughing in the Chinese People's Hospital. 

They were happy to hear this news. 

Moreover, the effect was surprisingly good, and it was the best. 

The United States Congress realized that the tens of billions of dollars they had spent and the additional 

tens of billions of dollars would eventually go down the drain. 

However, in the Linlin Manor, Zhao mochen, Master Lin, Lin Lanzi, and the others were in a bad mood. 

The World Cup was being broadcasted in the manor's Hall. 

The World Cup should have started a long time ago, but because of a virus in the host country, the time 

of the World Cup was delayed, and it only started now. 

Qin Lin had not paid attention to this matter and had almost forgotten about it. 

Hence, when he entered, he heard Master Lin say helplessly, " boss, the soccer team in our Scenic Area 

is going to lose. Although the group stage was a little difficult, they still won. Who knew that they would 

meet the defending champion, Argentina, right at the start of the match between the top 32? they are 

now 0-3 behind. There is no way they can win in the last half an hour. 



These words made Zhao moshu, Lin Lanzi, and the others sigh silently. 

After all, it was a team from the scenic Area. Although they were representing another country this 

time, the honor still belonged to their Scenic Area. 

Therefore, who would want their team to lose? 

However, there was no other way. Although the security guards had taken the special sea cucumbers 

and become stronger, the Argentina team was the defending champion, the strongest team in the 

world. Their skills and football talent were far better than the security guards of Linlin Scenic Area. 

The netizens on the internet also started a lively discussion. However, they did not have any regrets. 

After all, their request was actually very simple. They just wanted their team to be able to enter the 

World Cup. As for which place it was, it did not matter. 

sigh, I have no regrets even though I lost against Argentina. 

"That's right, it's a dream come true to be able to enter the World Cup. It doesn't matter if we win or 

not." 

he has already broken through the group stage and is stronger than anyone else. It's not embarrassing 

to lose to Argentina. Keep working hard next time. 

Chapter 1720 The Powerful System! Jurassic Park! 

The netizens in China did not have much hope. 

They were the defending champions and an unprecedentedly United team. 

That King of football, Xi, is participating in the world Cup again this year. 

The other side's form did not slip as the outside world had guessed. Perhaps it was because he had 

become the king of football, his competitive form was surprisingly good, and he had participated in this 

world Cup. 

Therefore, it was not surprising for them to lose against such a team. 

Not to mention that Linlin Manor's security team had not only entered the World Cup, but had also 

broken through the group stage. 

This was enough. 

Because this had already proved that it was not their country's football that was bad, but that group of 

people who played and managed football that were bad. 

The Linlin Scenic Area security team had already proven this. 

pαпdα Йᴏνê|,сòМ When the herbal medicine country's football team could beat the Germany team, 

when the Saudi-Arabian team could beat the world champion, they often wondered why they couldn't 

even make it into the world Cup when their country was clearly stronger and had more people. 

This didn't make sense. 
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The internet had always said that it was a problem with China's education and that there was a lack of 

football fields in the country. 

It was as if no one knew that the strategy Association was pushing the flames behind the scenes and 

shirking responsibility. 

Many ordinary athletes were strong, but they had no chance to join the national team. 

Moreover, it was as if the football field resources in jiangyao country were better than those in China? 

The netizens were dealt with by all kinds of reasons that insulted their intelligence again and again, even 

when they almost lost their dignity in football. 

Now, the Linlin Scenic Area security team had given everyone the answer. 

It was not that domestic football was not good, but some people and certain associations were really 

not good. 

At this moment, many people felt that their obsessions had risen, and they were indifferent to a certain 

foot. 

They could only hope that the Linlin security team could still play in the world Cup next year, even if they 

could not represent the country. 

In the main hall of Linlin Manor, Master Lin sighed. sigh, there's no other way. We've lost this match. 

We're not fated to advance. 

Qin Lin looked at the disappointed faces of the people in the hall and smiled. He went to the office and 

took out the website that had bet on this competition. 

It could be seen that the people who placed bets were basically betting on Argentina's victory. Clearly, 

they were all optimistic about the World Championship. 

Qin Lin took a look and found that he could still place bets, but the odds for the Geno team winning 

were extremely low. 

He immediately chose to bet on a draw and used the book of victory. 

He didn't want to disappoint them, did he? 

He had used the book of victory many times before, but he still had a lot left, so it would be good to use 

it again. 

As he made his choice, he could clearly see that the number of times he could use the book of victory 

had decreased by one. 

He did not choose to let the Linlin Scenic area's security team win. 

That was because the king of football in Argentina used to be an athlete he liked very much. 

Moreover, his experiences were also very encouraging and had given many people motivation. 

More importantly, the king of football only talked about football and the game, not politics. 



There had once been Western media that wanted to use political means to target their country and 

wanted to get the king of football involved. Unfortunately, the king of football was not used to it at all 

and directly flipped out. 

Moreover, the king of football was very supportive of the domestic fans. 

Therefore, at the end of the ball King's career, he didn't want to use a cheat to make the ball King lose. 

He would just call it a draw. 

However, Qin Lin did not know that there was no such thing as a draw in the world Cup's top 16. 

On the internet, all the netizens were watching this match. 

However, as the game drew closer to the end and everyone thought the result was set, an accident 

happened. In the crucial defense, Nottingham forest's Lautaro scored an own goal and directly headed 

the football into his own goal with his butt. 

This caused an uproar in the audience and the domestic audience was amused. 

However, this kind of own goal was harmless. After all, the outcome was already set. Instead, it brought 

some fun. 

However, something even more shocking happened. 

During an attack, a member of the Linlin security football team made a long pass to his teammate, but 

the ball went too high and went over his teammate's head, heading straight for the goal of the 

Argentina team. 

At this moment, he really had the demeanor of a certain person. 

But who was the goalkeeper for the Argentina team? 

That was San Martin. There was no way he could score a goal like that. 

However, an accident happened. Who knew that San Martin would slip and sprain his ankle, allowing 

the ball to roll into the goal. 

This time, the crowd was in an even greater uproar. 

He also had a certain style. 

In an instant, even the atmosphere of the fans in the stadium rose. 

The netizens in China couldn't help but focus. 

This was a gift from the heavens. 

If there was no way to catch up with three goals, there was definitely a chance with one goal. 

What if there was another own goal? 

This thought was a little naive. 



However, the magical goalkeeper, San Martin, was also carried off the field. It was obvious that his foot 

was injured and he was not suitable for battle. 

This made the domestic netizens look forward to it even more. 

Without San Martin, the chances of scoring were even higher. 

However, the Linlin Scenic Area soccer team still hadn't scored even when the match was about to end. 

At the last minute, the ending seemed to be fixed. 

However, no one expected a back pass from the Argentina team 30 seconds after the game ended. They 

wanted to control the ball until the end, but no one expected that the team member would stop the ball 

askew and let the ball roll into the goal. 

The newly-changed goalkeeper almost did not react in time as he looked at his teammates in a daze. 

 


